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inside the player start function we will need to create a new multiplayer game and start it.
in the player start function we will also create the two players. after that we will need to set
the first player's settings by calling the playersetup function. the playersetup function is a

function that will be called on every frame and that we will need to create. inside the player
setup function we will first create the second player device by calling the multiplayersetup
function. the multiplayersetup function will first call the playersetup function with a certain
name. this name will be the name of the player device that will be created. the playersetup
function will then create a new player and set its ai settings. now we will have to check if

the game is running on the realtime mode and check if the connection to the second player
device is working, if not, we will return to the game and call the playersetup function again,
this time with a different name that will be the name of the second player device that we
need to set the ai settings for. 2d fighter maker is the engine used in this game. it's open

source, so anyone can download and make their own games with it. the application itself is
free, but many other programs cost money if you need to use them. it's an awesome
engine for indie game development. as for why the game is still being made? well, it's

actually a commercial project. we've had a good business relationship with the publisher, so
they are supporting us to make the new version. also, the game has a very good amount of
support from players, and they are helping us polish and improve it. also, the game has a

very high quality, and we have a good base to work on from. there are just too many
reasons for us to continue the game.
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ok, lets start
working on our

fighting game, at
first, im gonna show

you the most
simple interface to

make a simple
opponent. this will

be our basic enemy
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ai, but in the future
i will go more in

depth into how to
improve enemy ai.
on the left, we have
our screen, and on
the right side our
stats, input and

action buttons. the
screen is divided in
two parts. the left is
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where we have our
status: our

opponent health
state, our own

health state and a
counter to show
how many blocks

our dealing with our
opponent. at the
top of our screen

we have the
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distance between
us and our

opponent, on the
right side of the
screen we have
several counters

which, at the time
of this recording,

will show how many
stuns or damage we
did. the stats of our
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character are: his
speed which shows
how far we can go
in one block, and
his mp (maximum

potential) in
percent, meaning
how many blocks

we can deal with at
one time, without

running out of
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energy to deal with
our opponent. this
is the case of cast.

chuck can store one
block for two types
of attacks: air (anti-

air) and ground
(anti-ground)

attack. from now
on, the number in
the name of the
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states are the
respective effects,

the state in the
name is the general
state effect. (e.g: 5

punch = 5%
strength & 5%

spirit). 5ec8ef588b
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